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a b s t r a c t

Storage of packed red blood cells (RBCs) is associated with progressive accumulation of lesions, mostly
triggered by energy and oxidative stresses, which potentially compromise the effectiveness of the
transfusion therapy. Concerns arise as to whether glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase deficient subjects
(G6PD�), �5% of the population in the Mediterranean area, should be accepted as routine donors in the
light of the increased oxidative stress their RBCs suffer from. To address this question, we first performed
morphology (scanning electron microscopy), physiology and omics (proteomics and metabolomics)
analyses on stored RBCs from healthy or G6PD� donors. We then used an in vitro model of transfusion to
simulate transfusion outcomes involving G6PD� donors or recipients, by reconstituting G6PD� stored or
fresh blood with fresh or stored blood from healthy volunteers, respectively, at body temperature. We
found that G6PD� cells store well in relation to energy, calcium and morphology related parameters,
though at the expenses of a compromised anti-oxidant system. Additional stimuli, mimicking post-
transfusion conditions (37 °C, reconstitution with fresh healthy blood, incubation with oxidants) pro-
moted hemolysis and oxidative lesions in stored G6PD� cells in comparison to controls. On the other
hand, stored healthy RBC units showed better oxidative parameters and lower removal signaling when
reconstituted with G6PD� fresh blood compared to control. Although the measured parameters of stored
RBCs from the G6PD deficient donors appeared to be acceptable, the results from the in vitro model of
transfusion suggest that G6PD� RBCs could be more susceptible to hemolysis and oxidative stresses
post-transfusion. On the other hand, their chronic exposure to oxidative stress might make them good
recipients, as they better tolerate exposure to oxidatively damaged long stored healthy RBCs.
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1. Introduction

The pentose phosphate pathway (PPP) is the major generator of
anti-oxidant reducing equivalents (reduced nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide phosphate, NADPH) in red blood cells (RBC). NADPH
is generated by two reactions catalysed by the rate-limiting en-
zymes of the PPP, glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) and
6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase. NADPH and reduced glu-
tathione (GSH) play a vital role in antioxidant defence by reacting
with hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and organic peroxides, as well as
by maintaining thiol groups of hemoglobin (Hb) and other pro-
teins and enzymes in the reduced state [1]. H2O2 can be detoxified
by catalase which is also stabilized by tightly bound NADPH [2].
NADPH-methemoglobin (MetHb) reductase may use NAPDH to
reduce the Fe3þ of MetHb to Fe2þ , thereby allowing Hb to bind
oxygen and preventing its oxidation/denaturation to hemichromes
[3]. Therefore, protection of the RBC membrane and Hb against
oxidative damage largely depends on G6PD activity.

In G6PD deficiency (G6PD�), failure to maintain normal levels
of GSH due to decreased NADPH regeneration in the PPP results in
insufficient anti-oxidant defence [1] and contributes to the etiol-
ogy of acute hemolytic anemia following exposure to pro-oxidant
drugs, infections and fava beans. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are
toxic in that they induce protein and lipid peroxidation, leading to
intravascular RBC lysis and/or extravascular RBC clearance by
macrophages [3]. G6PD deficiency represents the most common
human enzyme genetic defect with a global prevalence of 5% and
more than 400 million of people affected worldwide [4]. The
prevalence of G6PD deficiency varies among ethnic groups being
most common in Sub-Saharan Africa, Middle East and Asia (4.7–
7.5%) compared to Americas and Europe (mostly Mediterranean
area, 3.5–3.9%). Consistent with a probable protective effect on
malaria infection, the distribution of G6PD� individuals correlates
with the global distribution of malaria. More than 200 mutations
and 400 biochemical variants have been identified [5]. The World
Health Organization classifies the genetic variants of G6PD into
five classes based on enzyme activity and clinically presented
anemia. Classes I and II comprise variants that are related with less
than 10% of the normal G6PD activity and chronic, nonspherocytic
hemolytic anemia or intermittent hemolysis, respectively. Class III
is a state of mild deficiency (10–60% of the normal activity, he-
molysis with stressors only) while class IV is a non-deficient var-
iant. Finally, class V variants exhibit increased enzyme activity and
no clinical signs [6].

Oxidative injuries may play an important role in the evolution
of the RBC storage lesion [7]. In the light of the increased sus-
ceptibility of G6PD� erythrocytes to oxidative stress-induced de-
struction, several investigators have proposed that the oxidative
storage lesion can be amplified by the G6PD enzymopathy [8] and
that these putative storage lesions condition the RBC for enhanced
destruction after transfusion [3,9,10]. However, very few in-
vestigations have been conducted on the preservation of G6PD
deficient cells and their post-transfusion viability. According to the
World Health Organization’s guidelines [11], blood can be accepted
from G6PD� individuals without a history of hemolysis; however,
their blood is not suitable for intrauterine transfusion, neonatal
exchange transfusion or for patients with G6PD deficiency.

In the light of these observations, we assessed the storage
quality of G6PD� RBCs through physiological, electron microscopy
and omics approaches. In addition, we examined the in vitro re-
activity of G6PD� donor or recipient blood under conditions mi-
micking the post-transfusion environment. While clinical evidence
is awaited, we collected for the first time laboratory evidence
suggesting that packed red cells from G6PD� individuals might
store well in relation to energy and morphology parameters.
However, G6PD� RBCs are more susceptible to oxidative lesions
and lysis in a recipient-simulating context when compared with
G6PD sufficient RBCs, questioning their suitability as routine
donors.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Chemicals and reagents

Following reagents (suppliers) were used in this study: 5-(and-
6) chloromethyl-2′,7′-dichloro-dihydro-fluorescein diacetate,
acetyl ester (CMH2DCFDA) and fluorescent calcium indicator Fluo-
4 AM (Invitrogen, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR); Electron mi-
croscopy grade glutaraldehyde and osmium tetroxide (Serva,
Heidelberg, Germany); Phycoerythrin (PE)-Annexin V (AnnV) De-
tection Kit I and fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated anti-
CD235a (BD Pharmingen, USA); Oxyblot detection kit (Millipore,
Temecula, CA); HRP-conjugated antibodies to rabbit IgGs and ECL
Western blot detection kit (GE Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, UK);
Western lighting Plus ECL (Perkin Elmer, CA, USA); Bradford pro-
tein assay (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA); Common chemicals (Sigma-
Aldrich, Munich, Germany); LTRC blood bags (Haemonetics, MA,
USA).

2.2. Blood collection and processing

Nine male, 22–30 years old G6PD� (class II Mediterranean
variant, a common G6PD variant in Greece [8,12]) and 9 gender-
and age-matched normal (G6PDþ) regular blood donors were
recruited. All of them were Caucasians (of Greek origin). For the
in vivo evaluation, venous blood was collected into EDTA or citrate
vacutainers. RBC storage capacity was evaluated in citrate-phos-
phate-dextrose (CPD)/saline-adenine-glucose-mannitol (SAGM)
log4 leukofiltered units (Haemonetics, MA, USA) throughout the
storage period at 4 °C [13]. RBCs concentrates were prepared by
centrifugation in an automated blood processing device (Compo-
mat G4, Fresenius HemoCare) before 100 ml of SAGM solution
(0.9 g dextrose monohydrate, 0.877 g sodium chloride, 0.0169 g
adenine, 0.525 g D� mannitol) was added. The volumes, total Hb
content and hematocrit (Hct) of the RBC units were similar for the
G6PDþ group and the G6PD� group (363715 versus 358712 ml,
67.476.5 versus 74.074.2 g and 56.572.5 versus 60.475.2%,
respectively). Samples were collected aseptically after 2 days of
storage and weekly thereafter. The study was approved by the
Research Bioethics and BioSecure Committee of the Faculty of
Biology/NKUA. Investigations were carried out upon signing of
written consent, in accordance with the principles of the De-
claration of Helsinki.

2.3. Hematological and physiological analyses

Hematological analysis was performed using the Sysmex Κ-
4500 automatic blood cell counter (Roche) for the estimation of
RBC indexes (Hb concentration; hematocrit, Hct; mean corpus-
cular volume, MCV; mean corpuscular Hb, MCH; mean corpuscular
Hb concentration, MCHC; and RBC distribution width, RDW).
Biochemical analysis of triglycerides, cholesterol, low density li-
poproteins (LDL), high density lipoproteins (HDL), iron (Fe),
atherogenic index, total billirubin, aspartate transaminase (AST),
alanine aminotransferase (ALT), potassium (Kþ), sodium (Naþ)
and ferritin was performed by using the automatic analyzers Hi-
tachi 902, 9180 and Elecsys Systems Analyzer (Roche).

Plasma free Hb was calculated following a method first de-
scribed by Harboe [14]. Hb absorbance in cell-free supernatants
was measured versus blank at 380, 415 and 450 nm by the for-
mula: 2�OD415 �OD380 � OD450 [13]. Mechanical fragility of
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RBCs was measured spectrophotometrically in blood mixed with
stainless steel beads and rocked in a rocker platform for 1 h. Free
Hb was measured in the plasma against an un-rocked control as
previously described [13,15].

ROS (before and after stimulation by 100 mM tert-Butyl hydro-
peroxide (tBHP) or 2 mM diamide (20 min/25 °C and 45 min/37 °C,
respectively) and calcium accumulation in RBCs at 1% Hct were
calculated by fluorometry (VersaFluor Fluorometer System, Bio-
Rad, Hercules, CA) after using the membrane-permeable, redox-
sensitive probe CM-H2-DCFDA (10 mM final concentration) or the
fluorescent calcium indicator Fluo-4 AM (2 mM final concentra-
tion), respectively, according to the manufacturer’s guidelines with
minor modifications as previously described [16].

RBC morphology was evaluated by scanning electron micro-
scopy (Philips SEM515) [16]. Classification of cell transformations
was achieved by using the standard criteria with minor mod-
ifications [17,18]. Phosphatidylserine (PS) exposure on RBCs was
estimated by multicolor flow cytometry using 2.5 μl of PE-AnnV
and 2.5 μl of FITC-conjugated anti-CD235. The samples ran within
30 min in a FACScan flow cytometer (Beckton Dickinson) using
CELL Quest Software (Becton Dickinson, San Jose, CA) and isotype
matched FITC-antibodies.

RBCs were isolated by the method of Beutler [19], hemolysed in
5 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8.0) containing protease in-
hibitor cocktail and membrane fractions were prepared [16]. For
the measurement of carbonylated proteins, purified RBCs plasma
membrane proteins were processed using the Oxyblot detection
kit as per manufacturer’s specifications (Millipore, Temecula, CA)
with minor modifications as previously described [20]. The re-
lative membrane expression of each component was estimated by
scanning densitometry.

2.4. Omics analyses

Metabolomics analyses were performed as previously reported
[21,22]. Briefly, 100 ml stored RBCs were collected on a weekly
basis, extracted at 1:6 dilutions in methanol:acetonitrile:water
(5:3:2), vortexed and centrifuged at 10,000g for 15 min at 4 °C to
pellet proteins, prior to analysis of the supernatants by UHPLC-MS
(ultimate high pressure liquid chromatography-mass spectro-
metry, Ultimate 3000RSLC-QExactive, Thermo Fisher) [21,22]. For
metabolomics analyses 20 mL of samples extracts were injected
into an UHPLC system and run on a a Kinetex XB-C18 column
(150�2.1 mm i.d., 1.7 mm particle size – Phenomenex, Torrance,
CA, USA) using either a 3 min isocratic flow at 250 ml/min (mobile
phase: 5% acetonitrile, 95% 18 mΩ H2O, 0.1% formic acid) or a
9 min gradient from 5 to 95% organic solvent B (mobile phases:
A¼18 mΩ H2O, 0.1% formic acid; B¼methanol, 0.1% formic acid).
The UHPLC system was coupled online with a QExactive system
(Thermo, San Jose, CA, USA), scanning in Full MS mode (3 min
method) or performing acquisition independent fragmentation
(AIF - MS/MS analysis – 9 min method) at 70,000 resolution in the
60–900m/z range, 4 kV spray voltage, 15 sheath gas and 5 aux-
iliary gas, operated in negative and then positive ion mode (se-
parate runs).

For proteomics, RBC units (n¼6 G6PD� and n¼3 control) were
sampled at storage days 2, 21 and 42 and RBC membranes were
isolated [16]. Microvesicles (microparticles, MPs) were sorted from
the supernatants of G6PD� (n¼3) and control (G6PDþ) units
(n¼2) on day 42 of storage, through a three step high-speed
centrifugation protocol at 37,000g for 1 h at 4 °C [23], and pro-
teomics analyses were performed through a GeLC-MS approach
[24]. In brief, 30 mg of pooled samples per each time point (days 2,
21, 42 RBC membranes and day 42 vesicles) were loaded into a 4–
12% gradient 1D-SDS-PAGE gel and visualized with Coomassie
staining. Twelve bands were cut for each lane, trypsin digested
upon reduction with dithiothreitol and alkylation with iodoace-
tamide of unmodified cysteine residues, and run through nano-
UHPLC-MS/MS (nano Easy LC II and Orbitrap Velos, Thermo Fisher)
operated in positive ion mode. Raw data files were converted into.
mgf files which were then merged using an in-house script. Error
tolerant searches were done using Mascot (v. 2.4) against the
human UniprotKB database (release date 2015.1.8), including de-
coy sequences. Relative quantitation was computed by spectral
counting of peptide identifications meeting our confidence
threshold (expectation value o0.05).

2.5. In vitro model of transfusion

An in vitro transfusion-associated stress model was designed to
simulate in vivo body temperature and effects of transfusion of
stored G6PD� RBC units in healthy recipients. To that purpose, we
incubated G6PD� or G6PDþ RBCs or supernatant stored for 21, 30
or 42 days in fresh plasma or RBCs from ABO matched healthy
volunteers (n¼3), respectively. Then, in order to examine the
suitability of G6PD deficient subjects as recipients of stored RBC
units from healthy donors, we incubated fresh (non-stored)
G6PD� (grade II, Mediterranean variant, n¼3) or G6PDþ (n¼3)
RBCs or plasma with stored (21, 30 or 42 days old) supernatants or
RBCs from ABO matched healthy donors. For both reconstitutions,
RBC samples were diluted at 10–40% Hct in supernatant or fresh
plasma generated by centrifugation of aseptically sampled aliquots
of packed RBC units or fresh blood, respectively, at 2500g for
15 min at 4 °C. The reconstituted RBCs were incubated overnight
at 37 °C in 5% CO2-air along with aliquots of fresh (total) blood or
packed RBC units without reconstitution. Measurements for he-
molysis, intracellular ROS, mechanical fragility and PS exposure
(see above) were performed immediately after the 24 h-incuba-
tion in mixed versus unmixed samples. Although measurements at
30% Hct are shown, preliminary experiments performed at various
volume ratios of RBCs and supernatant/plasma showed that the
profile of modifications is similar, despite variation in the nu-
merical data.

2.6. Statistical analysis

All experiments have been performed in triplicate, unless
otherwise stated. For statistical analysis, the Statistical Package for
Social Sciences (IBM SPSS; version 22.0 for Windows) was used.
Inter-group differences were evaluated by one-way ANOVA. Sig-
nificance was accepted at Po0.05 by using adjustment to unequal
groups of data. Given the well-established significant inherent
inter-donor biological variation in storage quality of RBCs [25,26],
a statistical analysis for outliers was performed to minimize false
discovery rate that is associated with the small size of the cohort
involved. For omics analyses, relative quantitation, partial least
square-discriminant analyses, hierarchical clustering analyses and
other elaborations were performed with the software Excel (Mi-
crosoft, Redmond, CA, USA) and GraphPad (Prism, La Jolla, CA,
USA).
3. Results

3.1. G6PD deficient donors exhibit normal hematologic profile but
slightly variable RBC physiological parameters in vivo

G6PD� volunteers displayed normal hematologic and serum
biochemical profiles (Table 1) and normal intracellular ROS accu-
mulation in vivo (Non-stored, NS bar in Fig. 1A). However, bor-
derline aberrations in serum lipids, ferrum and atherosclerosis
indexes were detected in 30% of G6PD� subjects (Table 1).



Table 1
Hematologic and biochemical profile of G6PD deficient (G6PD� , n¼6) and control (C, n¼3) donors in vivo and during storage of RBC units in CPD-SAGM.

In vivo Day 14 Day 28 Day 42

C G6PD� C G6PD� C G6PD� C G6PD-

G6PD activity (IU/g Hb) 11.3772.87 1.4471.02* N/D N/D N/D N/D 8.2070.50 0.7370.71*

RBCs (x106/μl) 5.2370.57 5.0770.22 6.2570.58 6.3970.63 6.0570.59 6.1670.62 5.8070.37 5.7470.58
Hb (g/dL) 14.371.8 15.270.7 18.270.9 20.471.8 17.971.0 20.071.8 17.671.1 19.671.8
MCV (fL) 81.5074.3 89.873.7* 86.974.5 93.874.2 87.6075.4 94.4873.9 89.1076.5 97.9374.3
MCH (pg) 27.4073.90 29.8871.52 29.1272.01 31.9271.55 29.5971.94 32.6171.52 30.3472.45 34.2871.66
MCHC (g/dL) 33.7071.61 33.1270.68 33.5271.42 34.0170.83 33.7771.41 34.5270.75 34.0470.93 35.0171.15
RDW (%) 12.470.9 11.870.4 14.771.2 14.170.4 15.571.4 14.770.4 16.871.1 15.570.5
RET (%) 2.0570.60 1.0470.29 � � � � � �
HbF (%) 0.6070.33 0.3070.54 N/D N/D N/D N/D 0.5070.22 0.5870.46
HbA1c (%) 5.0070.19 4.4070.25 N/D N/D N/D N/D 7.1070.35 6.4270.26
HbA2 (%) 2.7070.65 2.5070.38 N/D N/D N/D N/D 2.7070.79 2.4870.46
Cholesterol (mg/dL) 160755.0 187.0736.3 N/D N/D N/D N/D N/D N/D
HDL (mg/dL) 48.076.3 46.3716.0 N/D N/D N/D N/D N/D N/D
LDL (mg/dL) 91.0755.0 119.2730.0 N/D N/D N/D N/D N/D N/D
Triglycerides (mg/dL) 107.0727.0 108.2753.7 N/D N/D N/D N/D N/D N/D
Atherogenic index 3.370.8 4.571.0 N/D N/D N/D N/D N/D N/D
Iron (mg/dL) 106.0742.0 152.7762.2 N/D N/D N/D N/D N/D N/D
Ferritin (ng/dL) 148.0750.3 73.5757.0 N/D N/D N/D N/D N/D N/D
Uric acid (mg/dL) 5.6071.25 5.0071.03 N/D N/D N/D N/D N/D N/D
Total bilirubin (mg/dL) 0.5070.37 0.9070.52 N/D N/D N/D N/D N/D N/D
AST (U/L) 23.074.6 17.273.6 N/D N/D N/D N/D N/D N/D
ALT (U/L) 37.076.9 26.075.2 N/D N/D N/D N/D N/D N/D

N/D¼not determined.
* Po0.05 versus control.
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Moreover, over-susceptibility to ROS generation following treat-
ment with tBHP or diamide (Fig. 1B and C) and over-expression of
carbonylated membrane proteins (Fig. 1D) were detected in
G6PD� RBCs. MCV (Table 1), PS exposure (Fig. 1E) and RBC me-
chanical fragility (see Fig. 2 in Ref. [27]) were also significantly
higher (Po0.05), though within normal range, in the G6PD� RBCs
in vivo compared to controls.

3.2. The stored G6PD� RBCs demonstrate acceptable levels of storage
lesion-associated parameters and better morphology compared to
controls

The stored G6PD� RBCs exhibited a trend for higher MCV and
mean corpuscular Hb (MCH) compared to the G6PDþ RBCs
throughout the storage period (Table 1). G6PD enzymatic activity
decreased during the storage in both groups of RBC units (50%
versus 30% loss on day 42 for G6PD� and G6PDþ RBCs, respec-
tively). However, the final level was still within normal range
(47.1 IU/g Hb) in control RBC units. G6PD activity in vivo corre-
lated with G6PD activity ex vivo throughout the storage period
(Po0.05, R¼0.841) as well as with the intracellular Hb levels of
day 42 stored G6PD� RBCs (Po0.05, R¼0.906).

Comparable levels of endogenous ROS (Fig. 1A) but significantly
higher tBHP- or diamide-induced ROS generation (Fig. 1B and C)
were observed in the G6PD� compared to the G6PDþ RBCs during
the storage period. PS exposure and RBC membrane protein car-
bonylation were also higher in the stored G6PD� RBCs compared
to controls on day 21 or 28 onwards, respectively (Fig. 1D and E),
consistent with the basal levels.

Morphologic examination revealed a progressive accumulation
of reversible and irreversible RBC shape modifications over storage
(Fig. 2A). Notably, the percentage of spheroechinocytes and other
types of non-reversibly modified RBCs was significantly lower in
the G6PD� units compared to control units after the middle of the
storage period (Fig. 2B). In a similar way, intracellular calcium
accumulation was constantly lower in the stored G6PD� cells, al-
though the difference reached significance only on day 42 samples
(Fig. 2C). As expected, the RBC osmotic and mechanical fragility
increased during the storage, however, at similar rate in G6PD�

and G6PDþ cells (see Fig. 2 in Ref. [27]).
A trend for lower average free (oxy-) Hb levels was observed in

the G6PD� units compared to the control (Fig. 3A) that was in-
versed following incubation of stored RBCs for 24 h at 37 °C
(Fig. 3B). In contrast, supernatant potassium concentration was
significantly higher in G6PD� units versus control at the end of the
storage period (8.8-versus 7.1-fold increase, respectively, compared
to the basal levels). Supernatant sodium (124.073.5 versus
126.073.2 mM, respectively), microparticles accumulation and
total antioxidant capacity (see Figs. 3 and 4 in Ref. [27]) exhibited
no significant difference between the control and G6PD� units.
Supplementation of RBC units under examination with N-acet-
ylcysteine (2.5 mM final concentration) equally improved redox
parameters in cells and supernatants of both groups. On the other
hand, fragility and potassium loss were ameliorated in the control
stored cells but not in G6PD deficient stored cells (see Fig. 6 in
Data in Brief - Ref. [27]).

3.3. G6PD� cells promote glucose fluxing through the Embden
Meyerhof pathway at the expenses of anti-oxidant potential

Metabolomics analyses were performed through UHPLC-MS to
monitor alterations of energy and redox metabolism during storage
of control and G6PD� cells. Control results were consistent with
previous findings on metabolic alterations of RBCs stored in SAGM
[28–31] and other additive solutions [21,32,33], showing a pro-
gressive loss of the RBC capacity to fuel the oxidative phase of the
PPP after the second week of storage, consistently with the mea-
sured storage-dependent reduction in G6PD activity (Fig. 4). In
G6PD� cells, PPP was depressed since the beginning of the storage
period, as inferred from steady state levels of final products of this
pathway (i.e. significantly higher glucose 6-phosphate levels and
lower ribose phosphate levels were observed at each time point –
Fig. 4). This corresponded to increased glucose oxidation through
the Embden Meyerhof pathway, promoting accumulation of glyco-
lytic intermediates and products, including phosphoglycerate and
pyruvate at each time point. On the other hand, lactate levels were
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comparable between groups, as well as NADH, NADþ and
NADH/NADþ ratios, suggesting alternative oxidation pathways than
lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) in G6PD� cells (Fig. 4). The observed
G6PD-
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increase in basal levels of methemoglobin reductase (NADH-de-
pendent cytochrome b5 reductase – Fig. 4) might explain this ob-
servation, as an alternative route to cope with increased oxidation
of heme iron in G6PD� cells [34]. Indeed, decreased fluxes through
NADPH-generating PPP also corresponded to decreased levels of
reduced glutathione and reduced/oxidized glutathione ratios (GSH/
GSSG), suggesting a potential impairment in total antioxidant ca-
pacity in G6PD� cells [34]. On the other hand, increased levels of
glycolytic intermediates also corresponded to higher levels of ade-
nosine triphosphate (ATP) and 2,3-diphosphoglycerate (DPG), at
least during early storage weeks (o14 days).

3.4. Proteomics analysis indicated increases in oxidation/stress
markers accumulation in RBC membrane and vesicles of G6PD� RBCs

Though stored G6PD� RBCs were characterized by better
morphology, G6PD� RBC vesicles (microparticles) had pro-
portionally higher levels of anti-oxidant enzymes (peroxiredoxins
1, 2 and 6 – Prdx; superoxide dismutase, etc.), hemoglobins
(especially alpha and beta subunits) and stress-related markers
(heat shock proteins, proteasome components b1, b2 and b5)
(Fig. 5). Basal and storage-dependent membrane levels of Prdx2
were higher in G6PD� cells [34] and vesicles, expanding on pre-
vious findings on newborns [35]. Proteins in vesicles from both
control and G6PD� cells [34] were mostly oxidatively modified,
such as in the case of cysteine β94 of hemoglobin (Fig. 5). Of note,
G6PD� vesicles were characterized by higher levels of compo-
nents of the coagulation and complement cascades (Fig. 5).

3.5. In vitro model of transfusion suggests that G6PD deficient RBCs
could be more susceptible to hemolysis and oxidative stresses within
the recipient

We sought to examine the possible effects associated with the
transfusion of G6PD deficient units by using an in vitro model of
transfusion. To that purpose, we incubated G6PD� RBCs and su-
pernatants stored for either 21, 30 or 42 days with fresh plasma
and RBCs from healthy volunteers, respectively. Measurements
were performed 24 h post mixing at 37 °C, as to simulate post-
transfusion events in apparently healthy recipients. Hemolysis and
ROS accumulation were observed when stored G6PD� RBCs were
incubated with fresh healthy plasma, but not (or comparatively
lower) for controls (Fig. 6A). This phenomenon was exacerbated in
the presence of exogenous tBHP (days 21 and 30) and diamide
(day 42) stimulation, as to simulate stress conditions often ob-
served in critically-ill recipients. Under the same conditions, sig-
nificant differences were also detected in the mechanical fragility
of stored RBCs from G6PD� and G6PDþ volunteers that exhibited
a storage time-dependent deterioration in fresh, recipient plasma.

On the other side, when fresh RBCs from healthy volunteers
were incubated with the supernatant of G6PD�/þ units, a similar
antioxidant effect of the supernatant was observed on “recipient”
fresh, healthy RBCs (Fig. 6B). Long stored (421 days) G6PD� su-
pernatants were less effective in preventing ROS generation
Fig. 1. Oxidative stress and cell clearance markers in G6PD deficient (n¼6) and
control (G6PDþ , n¼3) RBCs in vivo (non-stored, NS) and during storage in CPD-
SAGM. (A-C) Reactive oxygen species (ROS) accumulation before (A) and after sti-
mulation by tert-BHP (ROS/tBHP, B) or diamide (ROS/diamide, C). Stimulated ROS
were normalized to the pre-treatment values. RFU, relative fluorescence units.
(D) RBC membrane protein carbonylation is significantly elevated in G6PD� donors
in vivo and during storage. Values (immunoblotting results) were normalized
(dashed lines) to the basal (NS) levels of the control cells. (E) Flow cytometry results
of AnnVþ RBCs. Percentage of PS-exposing RBCs is higher in G6PD� donors in vivo
and after the middle of the storage period. *Po0.05 versus control; data shown as
mean7standard deviation.



Fig. 2. G6PD deficient donors demonstrate lower levels of non-reversibly modified RBCs and intracellular calcium. (A) Representative scanning electron micrographs (Philips
SEM515, magnification �1000) of RBCs from G6PD� and control donors before (NS, non-stored) and during storage days 21 (d21) and 42 (d42). (B) Percentage of non
reversible shape modifications was significantly lower in G6PD� donors after the middle of the storage period. (C) G6PD� donors demonstrated a trend for lower levels of
calcium accumulation during storage. RFU, relative fluorescence units. *Po0.05 versus control.
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stimulated by tBHP in fresh healthy RBCs. Hemolysis of fresh RBCs
was increased by both G6PD� and control supernatants collected
from day 42 units. Notably, incubation of fresh “recipient” RBCs
with either 421 day G6PD� or 42 day control supernatants in-
creased PS exposure on recipient cells (Fig. 6B).

The same in vitro model of transfusion was used to assess
whether G6PD deficient subjects could represent good recipients
of stored RBC units. To this purpose, fresh G6PD� or control RBCs
and plasma were mixed (for 24 h at 37 °C) with stored (for 21, 30
or 42 days) RBCs from healthy donors. Fresh (“recipient”) plasma
from G6PD� subjects protected the stored G6PD� sufficient RBCs
from endogenous or stimulated ROS and PS externalization (on
day 21) better than fresh G6PDþ plasma (Fig. 7A). On the other
hand, the “recipient” G6PD� RBCs were more efficient than healthy
RBCs in coping with oxidative stress elicited from the exposure to
the supernatant of RBC units stored for various periods, either in
presence or absence of the stress enhancer tBHP (Fig. 7B). The
same was true for the mechanical fragility of the recipient cells.

4. Discussion

Guidelines on assessing G6PD� donor suitability for blood
donation demand answers to two key questions:
(1) Are G6PD deficient RBCs more susceptible to processing and
storage lesion than erythrocytes from healthy donors?

(2) Can transfusion of G6PD� blood promote untoward con-
sequences to patients, either as a result of the G6PD� patho-
physiology or as secondary effect of the aforementioned
storability issue?

While clinical trials that are currently underway and will con-
tribute to clarify these issues are awaited [3], our studies provide
preliminary basic science laboratory evidence to address in part
both of these concerns. Comparative results on stored RBCs from
G6PD� or healthy donors revealed that G6PD� cells might store
well in relation to morphology, calcium and energy related para-
meters, though at the expenses of a compromised anti-oxidant
system. We observed that storage per se seemed to represent a
“tolerable”-level of stress for the G6PD� cells, which can effectively
challenge the storage-associated oxidative stimuli in presence of a
strong antioxidant supernatant environment. G6PD� RBCs are not
only characterized by similar levels of in-bag hemolysis, fragility,
membrane exovesiculation and ROS/calcium accumulation during
the storage, but also by improved rheological properties (de-
creased spheroechinocytosis, trend for higher mean corpuscular
Hb and volume) compared to the G6PD� sufficient donors.
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Regarding spheroechinocytosis, it has been suggested that the
irreversibly deformed RBCs comprise at least a fraction of the re-
moval-prone erythrocytes [36]. Lower spheroechinocytosis in the
G6PD� units might be associated with the higher RBC volume and
the lower intracellular calcium accumulation that are common
characteristics of a younger erythrocyte population. Indeed, in
agreement with previous reports [9,37], the G6PD� RBCs were
characterized by lower levels of the cell age marker HbA1c and
significantly increased MCV (that characteristically decreases with
RBC aging [38]) compared to the G6PDþ RBCs. In fact, not only
spheroechinocytosis, but the somewhat altered storage lesion of
G6PD deficient RBCs might be related to their shortened lifespan
and hence younger mean age compared to control, as previously
observed for the stored sickle RBCs [39]. RBCs age at the time of
donation impacts upon the quality of stored RBC concentrates
[40,41]. The long history of studying transfusion efficacy of stored
“neocytes” (less dense and presumably youngest circulating RBCs)
has shown that young RBCs exhibit higher post-transfusion sur-
vival rate than standard (of variable age) or old RBCs, an advantage
that may translate into reduced blood requirements and transfu-
sion-associated complications in chronically transfused patients
[42]. Notably, (i) some beneficial characteristics of neocytes com-
pared to “gerocytes” in vivo (e.g. high ATP content) are not pre-
served during storage [41,43], (ii) a variable response to neocyte
transfusions has been reported among recipients [44] and (iii)
more recent evidence has shown that neocyte transfusion is less
advantageous than expected, and thus it is nowadays not practiced
on a large scale for the long-term treatment of patients [45]. De-
spite this evidence, the above mentioned studies highlighted the
functional relation of transfusion performance with in vivo age of
RBCs that drives in part the storage lesion mechanism, including
the ex vivo aging of RBCs.

Stored RBCs, however, degrade over time through more than
one mechanism of cellular injury [16]. Apart from RBC aging, redox
and metabolome homeostasis closely interact with each other in
response to donor-related factors, storage time and strategies to
determine the functional and structural integrity of the preserved
RBCs [46]. Indeed, a further tentative explanatory mechanism for
the observed lower calcium levels in G6PD� RBCs at the end of the
storage period, is attributable to the necessity of these cells to
metabolize glucose through the Embden-Meyerhof pathway at the
expenses of PPP, thereby privileging energy homeostasis (higher
ATP and DPG levels were observed during early storage) at the
expenses of anti-oxidant potential. Improved energy homeostasis
might in turn contribute to reduced calcium ion permeability and,
subsequently, improved morphology [47]. Disordered calcium
homeostasis with impaired calcium ATPase activity (hypothetically
associated with increased calcium permeability), increase in in-
tracellular calcium levels and leakage of RBC potassium have been
previously described during acute hemolytic crisis in favism [48].
However, occurrence of these events is infrequent in G6PD defi-
cient non-hemolytic healthy individuals in vivo [48]. Therefore,
alterations of other transport systems (e.g. K-Cl symport [49]) ra-
ther than Gardos might justify the loss of erythrocytic potassium,
moderately higher in the G6PD� cells at the end of the storage
period. Of note, ATP-dependent calcium-independent hemolytic
phenomena have been previously documented in fresh and stored
RBCs [50].

Though energy metabolism is a key regulator of RBC mor-
phology and survival in vivo [51], oxidative stress orchestrates a
significant part of the RBC storage lesion. Stored RBCs accumulate
ROS, oxidative biomarkers and oxidative lesions to lipid and pro-
tein components over storage time [16,52]. As storage progresses,
a decrease in GSH stability is observed that correlates with 24-h
post transfusion recovery [53]. Our results indicate that, despite
impairment of the antioxidant systems (impaired glutathione and
thiol homeostasis, increased membrane carbonylation), G6PD�

cells may still be equipped to cope with the oxidative stress arising
during routine storage. To partially explain this phenomenon, we
noted that the supernatants from both control and G6PD� units
exert a strong antioxidant effect on stored (and fresh) RBCs in
comparison to fresh plasma. However, when the stored cells are
incubated with fresh plasma, ROS accumulation sharply increased
in G6PD� stored cells compared to normal RBCs stored for the
same period. Moreover, anti-oxidant pathways other than GSH
may be up-regulated in G6PD� RBCs in comparison to control



Fig. 4. Metabolomics analyses show increased fluxes through Embden-Meyerhof at the expenses of PPP and GSH homeostasis. G6PD activity is shown in control (CTRL,
G6PDþ) and G6PD� RBCs before storage (Day 0) and at the end of the storage period (Day 42). This corresponded to a bottleneck at the glucose 6-phosphate level and
constitutively lower levels of the PPP byproduct ribose phosphate. In turn, glutathione homeostasis was impaired (lower GSH and GSH/GSSG ratios), while ATP and DPG
levels were better preserved at least during the first two-three storage weeks. NADH, NADþ and ratios were comparable in both groups, despite pyruvate levels and pyruvate
to lactate ratios being significantly higher in G6PD� cells at each time point. This observation is consistent with alternative recycling routes for NADH from other enzymes
than lactate dehydrogenase, such as the Fe3þ to Fe2þ cytochrome b5, methemoglobin reductase (constitutively higher in G6PD� cells as gleaned through proteomics
analyses). Blue line: control; solid and dashed red lines: median7 interquartile range for G6PD� cells.
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erythrocytes. Indeed, peroxiredoxin levels were relatively higher
in G6PD� microparticles than in controls, suggesting an over-ac-
tivated defense mechanism against oxidative stress in G6PD defi-
cient RBCs - though clearer indications on the relevance of this
observation will be obtained through the application of absolute
quantitation proteomics approaches [54]. From a metabolic
standpoint, levels of malate decreased faster in G6PD� RBCs than
in controls (see Fig. 5 in Ref. [27]). Recently, it has been argued that
RBCs can regenerate NADH from malate through malate dehy-
drogenase [31,33]. NADH regeneration through this mechanism
may play a yet unexplored role in regenerating the metHb re-
ductase battery in G6PD� RBCs.

On the basis of these findings, the G6PD� donors might be
regarded as “good storers”, exhibiting acceptable RBC storability
under routine storage conditions. However, after additional oxi-
dant insult (tBHP or diamide), metabolic stress (see hemolysis at
37 °C), or reconstitution in G6PDþ blood, the stored G6PD� cells
“collapsed”, exhibiting higher levels of hemolysis, mechanical fra-
gility and ROS accumulation compared to the G6PD sufficient cells.
These conditions were chosen as to simulate viability of stored
G6PD� cells when exposed to the post-transfusion environment.
Indeed, hemolysis undermines 24 h post-transfusion RBC recovery
and leads to recipient's burden with free Hb and Hb-degradation
products, while externalized phosphatidylserine is a strong re-
moval signal mediating erythrophagocytosis, adhesion to en-
dothelium and thrombogenic events [55,56]. Moreover, cellular
fragility represents a measure of the integrity of RBC membrane
and hence of the ability of an intact cell carrying sub-lethal
membrane damage (as a result of storage lesion or underlying
pathophysiology) to withstand shear stresses. Previous studies
have shown that sub-lethal damage of RBC can differ among RBC
units exhibiting similar degree of in-bag hemolysis [15]. Conse-
quently, a high fragility index reveals RBCs susceptible to lysis in a
hostile environment where additional stresses are present. Finally,
intracellular ROS accumulation orchestrates several molecular
mechanisms in RBCs that end up in generation of senescent neo-
antigen, PS exposure at RBC surface, release of microparticles,
membrane loss, cellular rigidity etc. [46].

In vitro models of transfusion that simulate post-transfusion
context and transfusion-associated stresses under certain, con-
trolled conditions have proved to be acceptable and valuable tools
in giving information regarding the biochemical and physiological
modifications that happen in stored RBC following their contact
with recipient blood at body temperature [57]. Although they are
characterized by lack of the RBCs natural environment, inability to
probe extravascular hemolysis (addition of erythrophagocytosis
assays, however, might compensate in part for this weakness) and
probable in vitro artifacts compared to the in vivo state afforded by
animal models [58], in vitro experiments offer the possibility to
study large numbers of human samples and control for a number
of variables confounding observations in the clinical settings
within the framework of large scale randomized evidence based
studies, such as RBC age, volume, and donor/recipient variability
conditions. Moreover, preliminary results from in vitro studies,
such as performed in the present model, may provide a molecular
rationale to inform the interpretation of future human studies



Fig. 5. Proteomics analyses of RBC membrane and vesicles (microparticles) from G6PD� and healthy donors indicate higher oxidative stress and increased pro-inflammatory
and pro-coagulant potential of the former. Vesicle proteins were enriched for gene ontologies (GO) associated with biological functions and plotted as star diagrams showing
relative quantitation values based upon spectral counts. Vesicles from G6PD� supernatants (storage day 42) were enriched with anti-oxidant enzymes, hemoglobins,
complement and coagulation cascade components. Membrane and end storage vesicle levels of peroxiredoxin 2 were higher in G6PD� units. A representative nanoLC-MS/
MS spectrum of oxidized Cysteine Beta93 of hemoglobin is shown from G6PD� vesicles after 42 days of storage.
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investigating the linkage between RBC storage lesion and post-
transfusion performance in specific recipient groups, e.g. patients
under oxidative stress or inflammation.

G6PD� RBCs are extremely sensitive to oxidative damage to
membrane proteins resulting in destabilization of the cell mem-
brane [59]. Increased lipid peroxidation [60] and carbonylation of
cytoskeletal protein components (including spectrin, ankyrin and
band 4.1R) have been reported in G6PD deficient RBC [61]
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Fig. 6. Reconstitution experiments (in vitro model of transfusion) using stored blood from G6PD deficient donors. (A) Physiological measurements (intracellular ROS,
hemolysis and RBC mechanical fragility) in G6PD� (n¼6) and control (G6PDþ) (n¼3) stored cells following incubation for 24 h at 37 °C with fresh plasma from ABO-
matched healthy individuals (n¼3), as described in the Materials and methods section. (B) Comparative graphs showing the effect of G6PD� or control stored supernatant
on healthy, fresh (non-stored) RBCs regarding intracellular ROS, hemolysis and PS exposure levels. All values are normalized to those of total blood (fresh RBC and plasma) or
RBC unit material (stored RBC and supernatant) treated at the same conditions (24 h at 37 °C). *Po0.05 versus control samples.
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compared to controls, resulting in severe RBC deformability issues
in G6PD deficient patients [60]. In addition, oxidative stress is a
strong inducer of eryptosis, a phenomenon previously observed in
G6PD deficiency. G6PD� RBCs are more susceptible to PS exposure
following osmotic, oxidative, calcium or energy depletion stress
compared to control cells [62]. In agreement with previous reports
[37], our G6PD� donors were characterized by higher (though
non-pathologic) levels of PS exposure in vivo compared to controls,
verifying both the previously shown slightly shortened RBC life-
span in G6PD deficiency [63] and the increased PS externalization
in hemolytic patients [64]. Moreover, depletion of anti-oxidant
defenses during storage was accompanied by increased PS ex-
ternalization in stored G6PD� cells compared to G6PDþ cells. The
supernatant of the G6PD� units, that promoted PS externalization
in fresh “recipient” RBCs, was enriched in extracellular potassium
(Kþ) and potentially pro-inflammatory and thrombogenic MPs.
Indeed, our proteomics analyses detected higher levels of com-
plement and coagulation cascade components in vesicles from
G6PD� subjects in comparison to healthy controls, suggesting that
units from this category of donors might promote untoward in-
flammatory consequences potentially associated with transfusion
(e.g. transfusion-related acute lung injury, TRALI [65]) and pose
potential threats [66] to certain categories of recipients (e.g. hy-
percoagulable trauma patients [67]).

The aforementioned observations were dependent on storage
duration, consistent with previous observations in G6PD defi-
ciency, reporting that old RBCs showing the lowest activity of
G6PD are destroyed while younger RBCs resist oxidant challenges
[68]. Indeed, as RBCs age in vivo G6PD activity decreases [69]
probably due to protein instability. This in turn promotes defects
in antioxidant response and increased erythrophagocytosis. In
agreement with other biochemical and metabolomics studies [70]
-and in contrast with others [71] -the activity of G6PD in control
RBCs decreased by 30% on the last day of storage compared to the
activity in vivo, showing a defect in the GSH-dependent anti-
oxidant systems in RBC after long storage. As previously noted, this
might not necessarily correspond to compromised anti-oxidant
capacity of these cells, as NADPH levels are mostly preserved
during routine storage in SAGM [52,72]. However �50% activity
loss was observed for G6PD activity in G6PD� RBC during the
storage. This is consistent with carbonylation, metabolomics and
proteomics data showing increased susceptibility to oxidation in
G6PD� RBC and increased accumulation of oxidative lesion to key
functional residues (e.g. cysteine β94 of hemoglobin beta) in long
stored membrane and vesicles. Of note, cysteine β94 is critically
implicated in maintaining nitrite homeostasis and redox status of
Prdx2 thiols in stored RBCs [72].

In areas endemic for G6PD deficiency, a considerable percen-
tage of G6PD� RBC units (41.1% in Italy) [9] support transfusion
therapy. The enrollment of G6PD deficient subjects as routine RBC
donors has been questioned [3,73] and notably, the results from
our in vitro model of transfusion are consistent with clinical re-
ports. Indeed, lower 24 h post-transfusion recovery of stored RBCs
from G6PD deficient donors when compared with normal RBCs
was reported about fifty years ago [74]. Though transfusion of
G6PD deficient RBCs is effective in correcting anemia, it is fre-
quently accompanied by an immediate, mild post-transfusion
hemolysis [10]. In fact, deleterious effects of G6PD� transfused
blood appeared on neonates, children and patients with G6PD
deficiency or those submitted to multiple transfusions compared
to those reported on other adult patient groups [10,75]. However,
other studies failed to reveal any deleterious effects of G6PD�

blood transfusion to patients, especially to adult patients [76,77]
and therefore blood donors are not routinely screened for G6PD
deficiency, nor are there common guidelines regarding deferral of
known G6PD� donors.
5. Conclusions

Our data report for the first time that the storability of the
G6PD� RBCs might be similar or better compared to the G6PD�

normal RBCs, at least in regard to certain storage lesion-related
parameters like spheroechinocytosis. However, they further sup-
port concerns on the suitability of G6PD� subjects as routine do-
nors. Experiments using an in vitro model of transfusion suggested
that transfusion with G6PD deficient blood could result in in-
creased hemolysis in certain conditions, such as in the case of
recipients suffering from acute oxidative stress caused by infection
or oxidative stress-inducing medications. On the other side, the
chronic exposure of G6PD� subjects to oxidative stress might
make them good recipients, as they better tolerate exposure to
oxidatively damaged long-stored healthy RBCs and supernatants.
Though the results shown here relate to grade II G6PD deficiency
donors and non-hemolytic G6PD� “recipients”, new studies will
address whether the degree of G6PD deficiency or the favism af-
fect the currently reported in vitro reactivity profiles. Currently
ongoing clinical trials will contribute to clarify the actual clinical
relevance of the observations we reported here. In this view, al-
though the sample size used in this study is rather small for final
conclusions to be drawn, we strongly believe that the in vitro re-
sults we describe here will inform the interpretation of the results
from future large scale studies on the storability of G6PD deficient
RBCs and their post-transfusion efficacy and effects.
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